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Nb:SrTiO3/metal devices†
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Nanoscale redox reactions in transition metal oxides are believed to be the physical foundation of mem-

ristive devices, which present a highly scalable, low-power alternative for future non-volatile memory

devices. The interface between noble metal top electrodes and Nb-doped SrTiO3 single crystals may

serve as a prominent but not yet well-understood example of such memristive devices. In this report, we

will present experimental evidence that nanoscale redox reactions and the associated valence change

mechanism are indeed responsible for the resistance change in noble metal/Nb-doped SrTiO3 junctions

with dimensions ranging from the micrometer scale down to the nanometer regime. Direct verification of

the valence change mechanism is given by spectromicroscopic characterization of switching filaments.

Furthermore, it is found that the resistance change over time is driven by the reoxidation of a previously

oxygen-deficient region. The retention times of the low resistance states, accordingly, can be dramatically

improved under vacuum conditions as well as through the insertion of a thin Al2O3 layer which prevents

this reoxidation. These insights finally confirm the resistive switching mechanism at these interfaces and

are therefore of significant importance for the study and application of memristive devices based on Nb-

doped SrTiO3 as well as systems with similar switching mechanisms.

1. Introduction

Because of their potential use in next-generation non-volatile
memory applications and neuromorphic circuits, oxide-based
memristive devices have developed into one of the most active
topics in materials research.1–3 The mechanism driving the
resistance change in these devices is widely accepted to be a
nanoscale redox reaction, induced by oxygen-ion migration.1,4

This oxygen-ion migration is accompanied by a valence change
in the transition metal and a local modification of the
Schottky barrier height between the active layer and a noble
metal electrode. A prominent example for such an interface is
the Schottky barrier between Pt top electrodes and Nb-doped
SrTiO3 (Nb:SrTiO3) single crystals. Despite extensive existing

knowledge about the electronic transport properties across the
junction,5–7 the underlying resistive switching mechanism in
these devices is not understood in detail and contradicting
interpretations prevail.

Many reports have connected resistive switching in
Pt/Nb:SrTiO3 junctions with changes in the oxygen stoichio-
metry within a thin interfacial dead layer, corresponding to an
electron depletion layer caused by the formation of a Schottky
barrier.8–12 Some reports suggested that this interfacial dead
layer may be caused by a deviation from the nominal cation
stoichiometry in the near-surface region of Nb:SrTiO3,

13 poten-
tially modifying the Schottky-type interfacial space charge
region.14 Typical noble metal/Nb:SrTiO3 interfaces can be SET
to the low resistance state (LRS) by applying a positive voltage
to the top electrode, while a negative voltage RESETs the
device to a high resistance state (HRS).5–7,9–12,15,16 This switch-
ing behavior is commonly referred to as eight-wise resistive
switching.17 Generally, it is observed that the low resistance
states achievable in these devices have a rather volatile charac-
ter with LRS retention times in the range of hundreds of
seconds to several hours.10,18

Additionally, it was observed that resistive switching in
Pt/Nb:SrTiO3 devices strongly depends on the partial pressure
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of oxygen of the surrounding atmosphere.9 The creation of
additional oxygen vacancies at the interface yields improved
memory characteristics15 while removal of oxygen vacancies
can prevent resistive switching entirely.16 Based on capacitive
measurements, it has been inferred that the resistance change
occurs in a homogeneous manner for small current limits,
while higher voltages have been suggested to cause a filamen-
tary change of the resistance.10 In the latter case, the switching
process is commonly interpreted as a locally confined change
in the Schottky barrier height,5 while the majority of the inter-
face remains unchanged. Indeed, there exists both theore-
tical19 and experimental evidence20 that oxygen vacancies in
the surface layer of Nb:SrTiO3 lead to a reversible reduction of
the effective Schottky barrier height.

Despite the abundant evidence of dependence on the
partial pressure of oxygen and the corresponding interpret-
ation of the resistance change in transition metal oxides as an
effect caused by the movement of oxygen-ions, direct proof of
oxygen migration and the associated valence change is rare,
resulting in competing interpretations. While some reports try
to describe the resistance change in a purely electronic
picture,8,21–24 comparative studies show that both electronic
effects such as trapping and detrapping of defect states as well
as oxygen-ion migration can explain the electrical data.18,22

Therefore, direct evidence of one or the other mechanism is
indispensable.

In this article, we will present experimental evidence that
oxygen-ion migration is indeed responsible for the resistance
change in noble metal/Nb:SrTiO3 junctions. Eight-wise switch-
ing was observed for junctions ranging from the micrometer
scale down to the nanometer regime. A comparative study of
the retention behavior of these cells under ambient conditions
and exposed to vacuum clearly indicates that retention failure
of the LRS is driven by reoxidation involving oxygen exchange
with the environment. Therefore, retention failure can be effec-
tively suppressed by preventing the reoxidation of the
Nb:SrTiO3 surface layer through the insertion of a retention-
stabilization layer with slow oxygen migration properties. Even
more explicitly, spectromicroscopic evidence combined with
conductive atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) verifies that a fila-
mentary valence change from Ti4+ to Ti3+ is responsible for the
resistive switching with high switching currents and sheds
light on the nanoscale chemistry of the switching filament.
Our results thus prove the long-suspected valence change mech-
anism – rather than purely electronic effects – to be responsible
for the resistance change in this noble metal/Nb:SrTiO3

junctions.

2. Results

In order to clarify the resistive switching mechanism in these
junctions, a set of devices was fabricated by the deposition of
Au or Pt layers on (001) SrTiO3 single crystals doped with
0.5 wt% Nb and subsequent structuring of the quadratic top
electrodes with dimensions ranging from 100 × 100 µm2 to cir-

cular pads with a diameter of 125 nm (Fig. 1, see Experimental
section for fabrication details). For electrical characterization,
10 to 100 µm-sized devices were brought into contact with
tungsten probes, while smaller devices were brought into
contact via C-AFM with Pt/Ir-coated tips. In both cases,
voltages were applied to the top electrode while the grounded
Nb:SrTiO3 substrate served as the bottom electrode.

2.1. Spatially homogeneous resistive switching with low
current limits

The Pt/Nb:SrTiO3 junctions presented in this study exhibit the
typical eight-wise switching behavior. As shown in Fig. 1, mul-
tiple nanoscale-devices were addressed via C-AFM using
different voltages in the range of −7 to +3 V. Subsequent scans
with smaller bias (+0.7 V) were used to read out the resulting
resistance states in terms of a current image (Fig. 1c and d).
The devices in the first and second rows were SET to the LRS
through the application of +2 V and +3 V, respectively. A nega-
tively biased tip (−7 V) was used to obtain the HRS for the
devices in the third row. The fourth row was not electrically
addressed and serves as a pristine reference. In the case of
devices SET to the LRS (first two rows), the READ currents
showed increased conductivity. The currents flowing through
pristine devices and devices in the HRS, on the other hand,
are barely distinguishable from the noise level of the setup
(100 pA).

Fig. 1 (a) AFM topography of a device array with dot diameter of
125 nm. (b) Device schematic. (c) Zoomed-in AFM topography image of
the device array in (a). (d) Corresponding current image detected simul-
taneously. The Pt dots were previously set into different resistance states
through the application of positive or negative voltages as indicated. The
scan was recorded with an applied bias of +0.7 V. A previous reference
measurement showed that a tip bias of +0.7 V did not change the device
resistance.
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Following this initial characterization, devices with
different top electrode sizes were investigated. Individual
Pt/Nb:SrTiO3 junctions with different electrode diameters
ranging from 1 µm down to 125 nm (Fig. 2a and b) were sub-
jected to bipolar voltage sweeps with a comparably low current
limit of 1 µA, yielding the typical I–V hystereses commonly
observed for memristive devices (Fig. 2a). Devices of different
electrode sizes show qualitatively similar I–V hystereses, which
superpose each other when normalized to the junction area
(Fig. 2c). Both HRS and LRS accordingly show linear scaling of
the resistance with the junction area. Thus, we can conclude
that the current distribution below the Pt electrode exhibits a
laterally homogeneous, non-filamentary character with eight-
wise switching polarity. A similar behavior was observed before
for Pt/Nb:SrTiO3 junctions operated with such small current
limits.10 This behavior is characteristic for Pt/Nb:SrTiO3 junc-
tions and cannot be observed for Pt/SrTiO3/Nb:SrTiO3 devices,
where only filamentary switching can be observed.

In order to investigate the retention behavior of the low
resistance states, eleven devices were SET by scanning with a
positive bias (+3 V). Afterwards, READ scans were repeated
every 3 minutes to track the device resistance over time. The
currents of all devices were normalized to their first READ
current (t = 180 s) and finally averaged over all devices
(Fig. 2d). In agreement with other reports,10,18 the READ
current decreased by ∼90% within 3000 s.

As discussed in the Introduction, resistive switching in
these junctions has been suspected to be related to changes in
oxygen stoichiometry. Consequently, we investigated the reten-
tion behavior of the LRS depending on the surrounding atmo-

sphere to verify whether the environment has any significant
effect on the Pt/Nb:SrTiO3 device resistance states (Fig. 2d).
Similar to the experiment under the ambient atmosphere,
eleven devices were SET to the LRS by scanning with a positive
bias (+3 V) under vacuum conditions (ptot ∼ 10−3 mbar). Sub-
sequently, the READ current was monitored over time. We
observed a dramatic change in the retention behavior of
these devices compared to the retention behavior under
ambient conditions: within 3000 s, the READ current
decreased by only 52% under vacuum conditions compared to
more than 90% under ambient conditions. Hence, the devices
measured under vacuum conditions show an improved stabi-
lity in the LRS suggesting that the devices interact with the
environment and are oxygen-sensitive.

2.2. Spectromicroscopic evidence of the valence change-
driven filamentary switching

After the characterization of Pt/Nb:SrTiO3 junctions operated
at low currents, we now turn our attention to higher current
limits in order to investigate the suspected filamentary switch-
ing mechanism.10 For this purpose, we investigated larger
devices which allow for spectromicroscopic analysis. In a first
step, the low-current switching regime (<10 µA) of these
devices was characterized and compared to the nanostructures
described above. Again, devices of different electrode sizes
show qualitatively similar I–V hystereses with eight-wise
switching, which superpose each other when normalized to
the junction area (Fig. 3a). Thus, we can conclude that the
resistive switching of these devices also exhibits a laterally

Fig. 2 (a) I–V characteristics of circular Pt/Nb:SrTiO3 devices with
different top electrode diameters. (b) The AFM topography of these
devices. (c) Comparison of the current density of different electrode
sizes. For each size, the current compliance was set at 1 µA. (d) Reten-
tion measurement of the LRS under ambient and vacuum conditions
(black and red symbols, respectively). For each case, eleven devices were
SET to the LRS and the READ current was averaged after normalization
to the first READ current. Error bars indicate the standard deviation.

Fig. 3 (a) I–V characteristics of Pt/Nb:SrTiO3 junctions with different
electrode sizes, normalized to the junction area. In each case, the
current compliance was 10 µA. (b) I–V characteristics of Pt/Nb:SrTiO3

junctions with different electrode sizes, normalized to the junction
area. In each case, the current compliance was 30 mA. (c) The forming
process (dashed line) and subsequent SET (solid line) for the devices
presented in (b). The current compliance was 30 mA for forming and
switching.
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homogeneous, non-filamentary character for low current
limits. Upon utilization of significantly higher current limits,
however, the normalized I–V hystereses do not superpose each
other. Instead, smaller devices show a higher LRS current
density and a higher HRS current density than larger devices
(Fig. 3b). This behavior is due to a more pronounced forming
step: while the homogeneous switching for low current com-
pliances observed above is forming free (HRS current equal to
virgin current; the first SET sweep and subsequent sweeps
superpose each other), higher currents in the mA range lead to
a soft forming step, the first SET sweep and subsequent
sweeps do not superpose each other (Fig. 3c). The difference
between the first and the second SET increases with decreas-
ing junction area for a given current limit, i.e. with increasing
current density. In line with the vanishing of the area scaling
of both LRS and HRS observed here, forming steps in such
junctions have been proposed to yield filamentary switching.10

However, the switching polarity as well as the shape of the I–V
curves do not change upon forming, indicating a similar
underlying mechanism.

To visualize switching-induced local changes of the elec-
tronic structure and chemical properties of the Nb:SrTiO3, we
investigated memristive Au/Nb:SrTiO3 devices using X-ray
photoemission electron microscopy (XPEEM) in absorption
mode. In this case, Au top electrodes were chosen to allow for
mechanical top electrode delamination before spectromicro-
scopic investigation. In a first step, I–V hystereses were
recorded for Au/Nb:SrTiO3 junctions with 10 × 10 µm2 area
using a current limit of 40 mA, yielding a stable and reversible
switching between the HRS (>109 Ω) and the LRS (<104 Ω).
Comparison with I–V hystereses Pt/Nb:SrTiO3 junctions of the
same size confirms very similar switching characteristics,
suggesting the same switching mechanism for both top elec-
trode materials (ESI Fig. 1†).

After delamination of the top electrode (see Experimental
section), XPEEM imaging of a representative device in the LRS
reveals an area with darker contrast (Fig. 4a) at a photon
energy of hν = 459.5 eV, which corresponds to the Ti4+ L3
absorption edge. A direct comparison of the XPEEM image
with a C-AFM image of the same device reveals that this area is
in fact the only area with increased conductivity (Fig. 4b), yield-
ing direct evidence for the filamentary change of the resist-
ance. If the valence change mechanism is responsible for this
change of resistance, we consequently expect this area to
exhibit a spectroscopic signature of reduced SrTiO3. A detailed
analysis of the full Ti L absorption edge reveals that this
switching filament in fact consists of a mixture of Ti4+ and Ti3+

states,25,26 while the insulating surrounding only exhibits Ti4+

states (Fig. 4c). The local confinement of this valence
change is evident from the false color map of Ti3+ contribu-
tion (Fig. 4d, see Experimental section for details): only
within the filament area does one find a significant Ti3+ contri-
bution. While this locally confined, chemically reduced com-
ponent could also be induced through the electroforming
step,25 different valence states between LRS and HRS are
necessary to validate that the valence change mechanism is

responsible for the resistive switching in these devices. We
therefore analyzed a device that was RESET to the HRS before
XPEEM imaging. Although the XPEEM images indicate the
presence of a locally modified area, which we ascribe to the
switching filament in the HRS (i.e., a reoxidized switching fila-
ment, not shown here), no Ti3+ spectral contributions could be
detected in this region (Fig. 4e). In fact, a false color mapping
does not show any Ti3+ contribution for the entire device area.

Fig. 4 (a) The XPEEM image of a device in the LRS recorded with a
photon energy of 459.5 eV. (b) C-AFM current image of the device
shown in (a). (c) Ti L-edge spectra recorded from the XPEEM image
stack for a region within the filament (red line) and for the surrounding
device area (black line) as indicated with the arrows in (a). The solid line
and the dashed line denote the eg level of the Ti L3 edge in Ti4+ and Ti3+

configurations, respectively. (d) A false color map of the Ti3+ contri-
bution for the device in (a). The enhanced contrast surrounding the
active device is caused by the reactive ion beam etching involved in the
electrode structuring and is not associated with the device conduc-
tance. The apparent vertical gradient is an artefact from the uncorrected
but small energy dispersion. The resulting contrast is much lower,
however, than the real contrast detected for the filament. (e) Ti L-edge
spectra recorded from the XPEEM image stack for a device in the HRS
from a region within the suspected filament (red line) and for the sur-
rounding device area (black line). The dotted line and the dashed line
denote the eg level of the Ti L3 edge in Ti4+ and Ti3+ configurations,
respectively. (d) A false color map of the Ti3+ contribution for the device
in (e). No Ti3+ contribution is discernible for the entire device area.
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In consequence, we have demonstrated explicitly that a change
of the Ti valence in a locally confined filament is indeed
responsible for the resistive switching in Pt/Nb:SrTiO3 junc-
tions operated at high current limits. In other words, field-
driven oxygen-ion migration and the corresponding local
redox reactions rather than purely electronic effects constitute
the fundamental mechanism behind resistive switching in this
system.

2.3. Filament chemistry and device retention

While Fig. 4 already validates the valence change mechanism,
a closer inspection of the switching filament is essential to
shed light on the details of the switching process itself. In
order to analyze the link between conductivity and the valence
state in more detail, regions with different conductivities were
selected based on the C-AFM data and used as reference for
the analysis of the spectromicroscopic data (Fig. 5a). For each
of these regions, Ti L edge absorption spectra were recorded
(Fig. 5b). Comparison of the two representative spectra

recorded within the switching filament indicates an inhomo-
geneous distribution of Ti3+ states within the filament. Upon
first sight, one may expect that areas with a high Ti3+ concen-
tration should correspond to the areas of highest conductivity
inside this switching filament. Our C-AFM data, however, indi-
cate the opposite behavior: areas of high conductivity corres-
pond to mediocre Ti3+ concentrations, while areas of mediocre
conductivity correspond to high Ti3+ concentrations. This
apparent contradiction can be explained through the consider-
ation of the spatially resolved Sr 3d spectra recorded from the
same regions as the Ti L-edge spectra (Fig. 5c). As previously
observed for SrTiO3 thin film devices, we observe a local phase
separation into Sr-deficient SrTiO3 with a SrO coverage of the
switching filament.25,27 This SrO coverage is apparent from the
high binding energy shoulder of the Sr 3d spectra. Such phase
separations occur if sufficient Joule heating is provided, which
is the case for the high current limits necessary for filamentary
switching.25 Comparison of the Sr 3d spectra and the C-AFM
data reveals that the SrO layer is responsible for the non-uniform

Fig. 5 (a) A high-magnification C-AFM image of the switching filament for the LRS device in Fig. 4. Representative regions of high conductivity (red)
and mediocre conductivity (blue) were chosen for spectroscopic evaluation. (b) Ti L-edge spectra recorded from the XPEEM image stack for two
regions inside the filament outlined in (a) (red and blue lines) and for the surrounding device area (black line). The solid line and the dashed line
denote the eg level of the Ti L3 edge in Ti4+ and Ti3+ configurations, respectively. (c) Sr 3d XPS spectra for the same regions as in (b). (d) Schematic
illustration of the phase separation in the switching filament. Nb:SrTiO3 single crystal in blue with an insulating surface layer (light blue) underneath
the Au top electrode. The switching filament consists of a well-conducting, Nb:Sr1−xTiO3−y region (dark blue) which penetrates the insulating
surface layer. This filament is covered by a SrO layer (green) of non-uniform thickness. The thickness dependent series resistance of this SrO layer
leads to non-uniform conductance, as depicted by the current density lines (red lines). The lines are drawn such that the density of lines indicates
the current density. (e) Retention behavior of different devices on the same chip. Devices RESET to the HRS remain at a constant resistance over
several days (blue curve). Devices that were SET to the LRS show two classes of retention behavior: stable retention and retention failure (red and
black curves, respectively). For each class of retention behavior, the resistance was averaged for several representative devices. Error bars indicate
the minimum and maximum values. (f ) Retention measurement of the LRS for Pt/Nb:SrTiO3 devices under ambient and vacuum conditions (black
and red symbols, respectively). The retention times can be further improved through the insertion of a thin Al2O3 layer (blue symbols). For each case,
several devices were SET to the LRS and the READ current was averaged. Error bars indicate the minimum and maximum values.
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conductivity of the switching filament: regions with high con-
ductivity show only a slight shoulder, indicative of a thin SrO
layer. Regions with lower conductivity, on the other hand,
exhibit a more pronounced shoulder, indicative of a thicker
SrO layer. This correlation is directly understandable in terms
of the electronic structure of SrO: the filament region under-
neath is well conducting even for a small Ti3+ contribution.
SrO, however, is an insulator and therefore presents a tunnel-
ing barrier for electronic transport into the filament. Thin SrO
layers therefore do not impede electronic transport, while
thicker layers lead to a non-negligible series resistance. This
scenario is schematically depicted in Fig. 5d.

As discussed in section 2.1, the LRS of these devices can
undergo a retention failure, which appears to be connected to
exchange with the ambient atmosphere. Therefore, a closer
inspection of the retention behavior of these Nb:SrTiO3-based
devices operated at high current limits is indispensable. For
this purpose, several devices were SET to the LRS and the
resistance of each device was monitored over a period of
several days (Fig. 5e). As we recently observed for SrTiO3

devices,27 two classes of retention characteristics of the LRS
can be distinguished: for most devices in the LRS, the resist-
ance increases by several orders of magnitude over a period of
few days, indicative of retention failure. On the other hand,
some devices retain a resistance below 107 Ω. In the following,
these devices will be referred to as devices with retention
failure and devices with stable retention, respectively.

For the XPEEM investigation of the filamentary switching
mechanism described above, we selected a representative
device with stable retention to allow for the characterization of
the LRS state even after the unavoidable delay between switch-
ing and XPEEM investigation. Similar to our observations for
SrTiO3 devices, all devices with stable retention investigated
here exhibit a SrO layer on top of the reduced switching fila-
ment.27 In contrast, we did not find any SrO signature for
devices with a retention failure, indicating a close connection
between the appearance of the SrO layer and the LRS reten-
tion, as discussed below.

Similar to the devices operated at low current limit
(section 2.1), we also investigated the retention behavior of
filamentary switching under the ambient atmosphere as well
as under vacuum conditions. Several devices without the pre-
viously observed phase separation were SET to the LRS and
the resistance of each device was monitored over a period of
several days while the devices were exposed to ambient atmo-
sphere or stored in a vacuum (ptot ∼ 10−6 mbar, Fig. 5f).
Again, we observe dramatic improvement of the retention
times under vacuum conditions while the LRS resistance
under ambient conditions increases by 3 orders of magni-
tude within one day and consequently becomes indistin-
guishable from the HRS, the LRS resistance under vacuum
conditions remains 2 orders of magnitude lower. As is
evident from the small error bars, all of the devices stored
under the same atmosphere exhibited almost identical reten-
tion behavior. We can therefore conclude that no phase sep-
aration occurred in any of these devices.

3. Discussion

As demonstrated in Fig. 4, the devices with filamentary resis-
tive switching evidently undergo a valence change between the
HRS and the LRS. Within a spatially confined region, a signifi-
cant amount of Ti3+ was detected, which is indicative of elec-
trons in the conduction band, resulting in the conductive
filament observed via C-AFM. Accordingly, localized redox
reactions during the switching are the cause for the change of
resistance. Here, we would like to note that the device in the
HRS shown in Fig. 4e and f also exhibited the phase separation
into a Sr-deficient filament and a SrO cover layer (ESI Fig. 2†),
confirming that the difference in the Ti valence rather than
the existence or absence of a phase separation is responsible
for the resistance change. This finding also helps us to explain
the observed retention characteristics: previously, simu-
lations28 and experimental observation27 revealed that the
LRS retention failure of valence change memory is the result
of reoxidation of the switching filament. As an oxygen
deficient switching filament is also present in our devices, the
retention failure under the ambient atmosphere may be attri-
buted to reoxidation. In this scenario, the temporal increase of
the resistance can then be understood by oxygen incorporation
and diffusion at the interface.27,29 This reoxidation process,
however, depends on the environmental conditions: with
decreasing oxygen partial pressure pO2

, the reincorporation
rate of oxygen decreases.30 For devices stored in a vacuum it
therefore appears likely that the retention times are improved
because the partial pressure of oxygen is too low to completely
reoxidize the samples within the measurement time.

For the area-dependent resistive switching in devices oper-
ated at low current limits, the switching polarity, the shape of
the I–V curves and the retention characteristics are very similar
to the devices operated at high current limit. This implies that
the basic switching mechanism of the devices is independent
of the lateral extension of the switching event. We therefore
suspect that the observed pO2

-dependent retention character-
istics for devices switched with low current limit are also
indicative of retention failure through oxygen incorporation
and diffusion.

Finally, the finding that retention failure is caused by re-
oxidation of the switching filament is also responsible for the
retention-stabilization effect of the SrO layer observed for the
switching filament in Fig. 4 and 5. We demonstrated recently
that SrO exhibits very slow oxygen migration properties.27 The
SrO layer covering the switching filament therefore inhibits re-
oxidation of the switching filament – similar to operation
under vacuum conditions as described above. The phase sep-
aration into Sr-deficient SrTiO3 and a SrO surface layer there-
fore leads to improved retention times.

At the same time, this phase separation is a rather un-
predictable process: for most devices, we did not observe the
phase separation and for the device shown in Fig. 4 and 5, the
SrO layer does not exhibit a uniform thickness. These aspects
are certainly undesirable for the operation of memristive
devices, as the inherent non-uniformity and device-to-device
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variation complicates any application and results in a small
fraction of devices with sufficient retention. As we demon-
strated for SrTiO3 thin film devices, the reoxidation-driven
retention failure can also be prevented through the intentional
and uniform incorporation of a retention-stabilization layer
with similarly slow oxygen-migration properties. In the case of
our Nb:SrTiO3-based devices, we substantiate this hypothesis
through the fabrication and characterization of memristive
devices with a 1 nm Al2O3 interlayer between the Pt top elec-
trode and the Nb:SrTiO3 substrate. Al2O3 exhibits extremely
slow oxygen migration with a diffusion coefficient of
DAl2O3
0 ð500KÞ � 10�65 cm2 s�1.27,31 Regarding the fast switching

speed required for memory applications, one might question
whether the incorporation of such layers for retention stabili-
zation through slow oxygen migration might not lead to very
slow switching times simultaneously. The extreme nonlinearity
of oxygen migration with respect to the applied electric field
and temperature, however, can yield sufficiently fast switching
times even for large oxygen-migration activation energies due
to Joule heating.32 Therefore, the insertion of this thin reten-
tion-stabilization layer does not impede or retard the resistive
switching of the active layer; we observe similar I–V character-
istics as for devices without an interlayer.

As expected, the LRS retention times of Pt/Al2O3/Nb:SrTiO3

devices are prolonged extensively compared to Pt/Nb:SrTiO3

devices (Fig. 5f). In fact, the Pt/Al2O3/Nb:SrTiO3 devices stored
in air retain an even lower resistance than the Pt/Nb:SrTiO3

devices stored in a vacuum despite an almost identical LRS
resistance immediately after switching. We presume that this
further improvement through the insertion of an Al2O3 layer is
caused by a more effective suppression of reoxidation directly
after switching, as our Pt/Nb:SrTiO3 devices were switched in
air and evacuated to 10−6 mbar only after switching. As demon-
strated in Fig. 5f, the resistance increase is fastest immediately
after switching, which makes it reasonable to assume that the
Pt/Nb:SrTiO3 devices were partially reoxidized before the
vacuum was sufficient to limit this reoxidation process.
Regardless of these subtle difference, the dramatic improve-
ment of the LRS retention times through the insertion of a
thin Al2O3 as well as through storage under vacuum conditions
or through the creation of a SrO coverage of the switching fila-
ment verifies that reoxidation of a previously oxygen-deficient
Nb:SrTiO3 surface is responsible for the retention behavior of
Pt/Nb:SrTiO3 cells. In combination with the direct spectro-
microscopic observation of the valence change mechanism, these
results therefore indicate that oxygen-ion migration rather
than trapping and detrapping of defect states is responsible
for the resistive switching in these junctions.

In the case of homogeneous switching, we also observe sig-
nificantly increased retention in Pt/Al2O3/Nb:SrTiO3 devices
(ESI Fig. 3†). As both filamentary and homogeneous switching
and retention failure are obviously connected to oxygen
exchange, the question remains how the Pt/Nb:SrTiO3 junction
can interact with the surrounding atmosphere despite the cov-
ering Pt layer. Considering just the devices switched at low
current limits, we did not observe any scalability of the reten-

tion failure rate (decay time of the LRS current) with the elec-
trode-size. Since these devices exhibit a homogeneous current
distribution, we can conclude that the whole area of the Pt
electrode must also be involved during the reoxidation effect.
Therefore, it appears likely that the reoxidation occurs via
oxygen transport through the top electrode (most likely along
Pt grain boundaries) rather than at the electrode edge. Oxygen
migration through the Pt layers has already been observed
many years ago33,34 and accordingly presents a reasonable
explanation for the reoxidation-driven LRS retention failure.

In fact, oxygen exchange with the environment assuming per-
meability of Pt to oxygen species has also been suggested as a
resistive switching mechanism of Pt/Nb:SrTiO3 devices as well
as other valence change memories.9,10,35–38 In this scenario,
positive voltages applied to the top electrode attract the nega-
tively charged oxygen-ions and induce the oxygen excorporation
reaction. Negative voltages, on the other hand, attract oxygen
vacancies, which can be annihilated at the Nb:SrTiO3 surface
through oxygen incorporation, similar to the reoxidation reac-
tion giving rise to the retention failure described above. These
processes can therefore account for the observed eight-wise
switching polarity, which is difficult to describe in terms of pure
oxygen vacancy rearrangement under applied bias. While direct
evidence for these processes is challenging to obtain, numerous
reports on noble metal/Nb:SrTiO3 junctions and similar systems
invoke this scenario as the most likely explanation for the
observed switching and retention characteristics.9,10,35–39 For
example, Buzio et al. presented oxygen excorporation and in-
corporation as the only reasonable explanation for the observed
pO2

-dependent switching characteristics in Au/Nb:SrTiO3 junc-
tions.9 Gao et al. even presented direct evidence from trans-
mission electron microscopy that resistive switching can be
driven by the excorporation and incorporation of oxygen from
the crystal lattice through the Au top electrodes.38

While direct evidence for the exact mechanism is still
absent, we assume that oxygen exchange with the environment
through the permeable noble metal top electrode is the most
likely process underlying the valence change in these devices.
For both spatially homogeneous switching and filamentary
switching, we observe the same switching polarity in line
with oxygen excorporation leading to the LRS, while rein-
corporation of oxygen under an applied negative bias RESETs the
device. Similarly, reoxidation over time leads to a resistance
increase – i.e. LRS retention failure – for both spatial extends.
While switching polarity and the shape of the I–V curves
remain similar, a substantial difference observed in these two
cases is that the off/on ratio for devices operated under fila-
mentary switching mechanism is several orders of magnitude
larger. This can be understood as the filamentary switching
mechanism which leads to considerable Joule heating (higher
currents confined to a much smaller area), enabling thermally
assisted ion migration. On the one hand, this process can lead
to the observed drastic change in resistance due to the ex-
corporation of a large amount of oxygen, as is obvious from the
Ti3+ filament presented here. On the other hand, Joule heating
can be so extreme that phase separations occur. The difference
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between spatially homogeneous switching and filamentary
switching, accordingly, does not lie in the fundamental switch-
ing mechanism but in the presence or absence of Joule
heating, which can assist in the field-driven ion migration and
therefore lead to a more pronounced resistance change.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, our experimental data verify that nanoscale
redox reactions are responsible for the resistance change in
noble metal/Nb:SrTiO3 junctions. Analysis of the retention be-
havior of Pt/Nb:SrTiO3 junctions indicates that reoxidation of
previously oxygen-deficient areas is responsible for the resist-
ance change over time for devices operated at all current limits
investigated here. The switching mechanism for these
different current limits, however, can be differentiated
between spatially homogeneous switching for low current
limits and filamentary switching with high off/on ratios for
higher current limits. More importantly, we were able to detect
direct spectromicroscopic evidence that the resistance change
for high current limits is caused by a valence change within a
spatially confined filament. This valence change, in turn, is
caused by nanoscale redox reactions. Evaluation of the local
chemistry within the switching filament allows for the predic-
tion of retention characteristics and reveals a similar design
rule as recently demonstrated for SrTiO3 devices: incorporation
of thin layers which impede reoxidation extends the retention
times of valence change memories dramatically.

5. Experimental
5.1. Device fabrication

Noble metal/Nb:SrTiO3 junctions were fabricated through elec-
tron beam deposition or sputter-deposition of 30 nm Pt or Au
and subsequent structuring via dry etching in a Reactive Ion
Beam Etching tool (Ionfab 300plus, Oxford Instruments). For
the nanostructures described in section 2.1, a sputter-de-
posited Pt layer was structured by UV nanoimprint lithography
employing a custom made quartz mold.40 The imprint process
is performed using a Nanonex2000 imprint system with an air-
cushion technique. Details regarding the imprint process can
be found in ref. 41.

For the microstructures described in sections 2.2 and 2.3,
an electron-beam evaporated Pt layer was structured with
regular photolithography. The devices were brought into
contact either directly with a tungsten tip or with a Pt lead con-
necting the device and the tungsten tip.

For the microstructures used for spectromicroscopic analy-
sis in sections 2.2 and 2.3, a sputter-deposited Au layer was
structured with regular photolithography. The devices were
brought into contact directly with a tungsten tip.

5.2 Top electrode delamination

For spectromicroscopic analysis, the top electrodes were de-
laminated under ultra-high vacuum conditions with an adhesive

copper tape after sputter deposition of a homogeneous 30 nm
Au layer onto the entire sample. The delaminated sample was
transferred into the XPEEM chamber under ultra-high vacuum
conditions.

5.3 Spectromicroscopy

All XPEEM experiments have been performed at the NanoESCA
beamline at Elettra synchrotron laboratory (Trieste, Italy) using
the endstation described elsewhere.42 The total energy resolu-
tion determined from both the spectrometer broadening (the
pass energy 50 eV and the entrance slit 1 mm) and the photon
bandwidth was 200 meV for photoemission spectra. Various
series of images were taken at increasing electron kinetic ener-
gies with a step size of 0.1 eV; the photon energy for Sr 3d XPS
was 200 eV. Core level photoemission spectra were recorded
from the resulting image stack in different regions of interest.
Similarly, image stacks with increasing photon energy were
recorded for absorption spectra, using a step size of 0.05 eV
for the Ti L-edge and 0.2 eV for the O K-edge. XAS spectra were
acquired in partial electron yield (PEY) collecting only elec-
trons close to the secondary electron cutoff at an energy of E −
EF = ϕ + Ekin = 4.475 eV. The image stacks were analyzed and
spectra were recorded using the IGOR Pro software.

5.4 Atomic force microscopy

All atomic force microscopy experiments were performed using
a Jeol 4213 AFM (Akishima, Japan) or a Cypher AFM by Asylum
Research (Santa Barbara, USA) in contact mode. The substrate
was brought into contact with the ground sample holder using
silver paste, while the voltage was applied via a Pt/Ir-coated
cantilever.
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